APPENDIX I.

THE EDUCATIONAL SCHEME PREPARED BY THE NATIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE (1938).

KINDERGARTEN

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

(Free and Compulsory; Age: 7 to 14 or 15 years)

Curriculum: Same as in the Wardha Scheme minus vocational education, plus Algebra; abolition of foreign units of weight, length and coinage from Arithmetic; medium of instruction: mother-tongue; Method: instruction in a general way and not centering round any art or craft as recommended in the Wardha Scheme.

TECHNICAL OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
(As continuation schools)
free and compulsory

Theoretical as well as part-time (or whole-time) practical training. Apprenticeship to be given in factories and workshops; allowances may be given at a later stage, if apprenticed. Curriculum: Drawing and Artistic Design (if necessary), sciences pertaining to the art or industry concerned, literature, accounting and book-keeping, economics, cost calculations, civics, physical exercises and gymnastics; Duration: 3 to 5 years.

Factories, Workshops and Independent Establishments
Refresher Courses in different Appropriate institutions.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS
(free only for meritorious students)

Curriculum: Arts and Science subjects; a foreign language (preferably English), general instructions in Civics, history, economics, political science, physical exercises and gymnastics.

Universities for pure Arts and Sciences.
(3 to 4 years' courses)

Factories and workshops Post Graduate Schools
Refresher Courses.
APPENDIX II.

SCHEME OF NATIONAL EDUCATION PREPARED BY THE ALL INDIA EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE
(1938)

Pre-School Stage
Nursery Schools, Kindergartens, Infant Schools or the like for children below 6 or 7 years in age.

Basic or Primary Stage
Standards: I-VII (6 to 13 years or 7 to 14 years); Standards I and IV to be immediately compulsory and Standards V-VII as and when circumstances permit ending with a Basic or Primary School Leaving Certificate, awarded on the basis of School Record and the results of an internal School-Leaving Examination.

Secondary Stage
Standards: VIII-IX (13 to 17 or 14 to 18 years); providing parallel alternative courses all ending with Secondary-School Leaving certificates of equal value, awarded on the basis of the School Record and the results of an internal School-Leaving Examination.

Alternative Courses

Continuation Schools or Classes for further education.

University Stage
(Entrance requirement: Secondary School-Leaving Certificate)

Under Post-Graduate, 3 years (20 or 21 (17 to 20 years to 21 years)

General Course with practical work (i.e. some craft or productive work, to be pursued later, at least as a hobby if not as a vocation).

General and Commercial Course.

General and Agricultural Course.

General and Industrial Course.

General and Art Course.

General and Training Course.

General and Medical Course.

General and Home Economics Course.

General and Agriculture Courses.

General and Fine Arts Courses.

Music and Dancing.

Architecture.

Arts Courses. Science Courses. Technical Agricultural Courses.

Arts Courses. Science Courses. Technical Agricultural Courses.